Where in the World?
History

English and Maths

Where in the world is Sigglesthorne?

This term we are focusing on fables, the morals behind fables, comparing fables and
writing our own.

This term we are focusing on the Victorians. Looking at how
the local area has changed over the last 100 years, focusing
particularly on our school.

Children will also look at the story for another point of view asking is their just one side to
a story and relating this to their own experiences.

We are going to compare our lives to those of the Victorian
period with a focus on Queen Victoria and how her reign has
shaped our lives today.

In Maths children are continue to develop their skills using the 4 operations, moving on to
using these skills to answer reasoning questions as well as mastery.

Geography

ICT

Art

Through our topic “Where in the World?” we will be looking
at our local area. Looking at where Sigglesthorne is in the
world, what natural and man-made features surround us as
well as looking at the facilities that Sigglesthorne has.

Children will be encouraged to use ICT to
take photos, research information and
produce team PowerPoint explaining their
learning.

This terms art focus is based around
our topic of the Victorians and sea-side
holidays.

Team 2 Curriculum

Children are encouraged to make, draw and explore questions to develop a greater
understanding of their mathematical thinking.

Children will work on their sketching skills
and learn how to print.
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Where in the World?
D.T

P.S.H.C.E

Alongside out topic Where in the world is Sigglesthorne?
Children will be asked what buildings they think
Sigglesthorne needs. Children will then become
architects and design their own building.

Year 1 and 2 will continue their work with our drama specialist looking at emotions,
expressing ourselves, as well as making ourselves and our feelings heard.

R.E

Science

We will be building on our previous learning about the world
and creation providing opportunities for us to develop and
explore our own big questions.

We will be using plastic animal toys, to sort them into different groups and learn all about
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. Look at the food chain and work out who’s eating
who, including humans. Questioning what animals need to survive and how we are all
connected. Children will also look at our school environment asking the question what
lives in our school grounds? Children will make and study a bug hotel.

We will begin to use our own life experience and begin to
consider some of the answers faith members may offer.
We will focus on the story of creation, comparing it to other
faiths as well as scientific theories.

Year 3 will also be looking at the importance of being unique, looking at
individual talents, our emotions and how to face up to things we find hard.

Year 3 children are looking at shadows, what causes shadows and how they can be
changed.

P.E

Music

We will be exploring athletics and dance this term.

Following on with our Victorian focus children will work out which instruments were
popular in Victorian period. Listen to some music written in Victorian period thinking how
the music makes them feel and why. As well as learning some songs from the Victorian
period.

Team 2 Curriculum
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